
The late nineties bir thed a craze of 
domestically-aimed robotic hamster/
owl like creatures called “Furbies”. This 
was okay when we were nine years old, 
at first, until it took us near around five 
minutes of owning one to realize that 
these things were creepy as fuck.

Okay firstly, I must know where the fuck 
did Furby come from? It wasn’t on TV or 
a childhood book or something. Give me 
some talking Teletubbies or some Gulla-
Gulla Island and okay, I can understand 

Michigan State! 

By the tanks of the Red Sewer,
There’s a school outclassed by all.
Their specialty is drinking
And those Spartans like to brawl!
Spartan teams will always riot -
After every game they fight.
Fight for both wins and losses:
Cars alight! 
Drink a brew at MSU,
Tolerance keeps growing!
Spartan fans are bar crawl champs,
They’re drinking at the Riv! 
CHUG! CHUG! CHUG!
See their livers weakening,
We’d better close this tab.
Fight! Fight! Riot, team, fight!
Cedarfest at MSU!

Michigan!

Now for your fear they are here, 
standoffish
Here they come with high nose flying
In swaggered step they’re nighing
With shouts of ‘YOLO’ crying
We harass, harass
We greet you now, FAIL!
Far we their dislike sing

L

John Oliver is coming back to Tech!
Google “Exactly where I need to be.”

Watch.
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All the candy corn that was ever 
made was made in 1911.

-Lewis Black

see Peanut Butter on back

AILYD The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously...like spicy fish!
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Fuck you, Furby

Yes, We Deliver 
to Campus Too!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com 
10% Discount for All Students

Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

482-5100482-5100482-5100482-5100
www.thestudiopizza.comwww.thestudiopizza.comwww.thestudiopizza.com

Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Each number is only used once.
Each row is a math equation. Work from left to right.

Each column is a math equation. Work from top to bottom.

Use the numbers 1 through 16 to complete the equations.

that shit. But seriously, FURBY!? Why, dear 
God; who, dear God!??

Furby apparently also had furby babies, 
furby friends and furby language. As if a 
walking, talking, say-exactly-what-you-
say, probably-watch-you-when-you 
sleep, and face-moving gremlin look-a-
like wasn’t enough in the late nineties, 
let’s go ahead and give them a whole 
life style in 2012.

That’s right folks, this September a certain 

Who Likes Math Puzzles?!

Rewritten Fight 
Songs

By Liz Fujita ~ Daily Bull

see Jelly on back

It’s the blank, soulless eyes that get me.



I suspect it’s the government. I am will-
ing to bet that this thing comes alive 
and eats our family and tries to take 
over Canada.  It’s marketed as “Furby! 
A mind of its own,” but we all know 
this: a mind of its own, until it takes over 
ours. Be wary of this creepy thing. And 
be warned: if I see one I will probably 
Hulk smash it at the MEEM. Unless I Hulk 
smash your face, first. 
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death awaits you: the return of the 
Furby. It’s like this toy’s manufacturers 
never saw those fucking movies where 
porcelain dolls eat your face and teddy 
bears throw bags of poisonous snakes 
at your head and all the while your 
Chucky doll is sinking his fangs into 
your mother. 

But of course these new and improved 
furbies are 10x more terrifying. Now 
you can buy apps on your phone 
for Furby’s kitchen. Furby himself can 
choose what he’s hungry for and he 
can pick his choice – from his favorite 
pie to, well, your exact blood type.  
He has eyes that change. Not just eyes 
that open and close, but literally eyes 
that are programmed to change the 
pixels as he changes his mood. Eyes 
that change to peer right through your 
fucking soul when you least expect it.
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For the whoring and pain they’ve brought us
Loud do their mouths then ring
For here they come with high nose flying
Far we their assholes smell
For the whoring and pain they’ve brought us
Loud do their mouths then ring
For here they come with high nose flying
Here they come, oh no!

FAIL! to the uptight tryhards
FAIL! to the Wolv’rine bastards
FAIL! FAIL! to Michigan
The hipsters and the rest
FAIL! to the uptight tryhards
FAIL! to the Wolvr’ine bastards
FAIL! FAIL! to Michigan
The douchebags of the West!

Please tell me that none of you actually 
think these terrors are cute.

Michigan Tech!

LA LA LA, Engineers!
For DA DA DA, Engineers!
By Northern’s girls we’ll get denied
We’ll just play Warcraft through the night!
So LA LA LA, Engineers!
For DA DA DA, Engineers!
We’ll write this song for the glorious throng
of the Syllables Syllables Syllables Syllables Syl-
lables Syllables Engineers!

A string of illnesses at universities across 
the country has brought about the ire 
and investigation of national authorities. 
The authorities noticed that many dorm 
students seemed to get sick and fail 
their classes, having to take them over.

“Well, we had heard of such a thing 
happening before this decade, but 
never in these numbers. At first we 
thought it was because of the fact that 
most people are sheltered now, or 
aren’t as exposed, or perhaps a larger 
number of viruses about. But when 
we looked at the data, we found a 
startling surprise. It looks like the dorms 
are being infected with viruses to make 
as many people sick as possible” Said 
one researcher with the CDC.

By BIG O ~ Dictator v2.0

Universities Infect Dorms with Illnesses

There are many theories as to why the 
universities would do such a thing. The 
first and most obvious is that the more 
people they have failing their courses, 
the more they can charge them for 
their classes. Furthermore, it can make 
the school look difficult which both 
raises the amount of people applying, 
and the chances, possibly, of people 
who do graduate to get hired by 
companies.

The US government has since decided 
to take an interest in this program and 
is looking at a way to possibly stop it. 
However, considering the majority of 
people infected go to public universi-
ties, we’ll have to wait and see just how 
this pans out. Bull out-


